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Merchandising Pet Animals
By Shelters*

tential adopter for the local shelter, but
adds to one of the most disgraceful phases
of animal abuse on the American scene.
(3) BackyaJt.d b1teedeJLo out :to make a
fia.1:.:t buc.k by me:thod6 wh.i.c.h would be. .t,hun
ne.d by leg,<;t,,i,mde bJteedeM who cum :to ,i,m
p!tove. :the· bJte.ed Oft .t,uppl!f a demand fioJt a
Jtela.:tlvely f.>mall. n.umbe.Jt ofi .6upeJuoft o,r.. un.
U.6u.a.l .t,how an.,i,ma.l6 (see article on page 2,
Re.poJr.:t :to Hu.ma.�n.f., No. 2 6; December,

Few shelters operated by humane soci-.
eties look upon themselves as either sell
ers or merchandisers. They are engaged in
"finding good homes" for as many as possi
ble of the pet animals they receive. Un
fortunately, in their zeal to "adopt out"
the maximum num
ber of animals,
they·may easily
forget the
"good" part of
that objective.
1973).
Just "finding homes" satisfies them, re
One of the best ways to meet the compe
gardless of the treatment the adopted ani
tition from all three of these sources of
mal is likely to receive, how it may con
pet animals, and to find more homes for
tribute to the production of additional
the animals received, take in more money
unwanted animals, or how soon the adopted
to pay the expenses of the shelter, and
animal may be back in the shelter, unwant
cut down on the commercial trade in pet
ed again. Only a smatl proportion of
animals, is for shelters to institute real
sheiters have what could rightly be called
merchandising programs. In other words,
a ;:eally good adoption policy.
shelters should become more aggressive
One reason for this is that the members
competitors.
and managers believe that any kind of a
home is better than euthanasia. They are
MERCHANDISING
afraid that to follow a strict adoption
Manufacturers, wholesalers and retailpolicy will reduce the number of animals
ers of most things bought by people usualadopted out. They look at the immediate
·
ly don't look upon themselves as just
rather than the long-term effects.
sellers. They "merchandise" their goods
Another reason for poor adoption poliand
services. Thus, the department ·store
cies is that most shelters are hard up for
official
in charge of the selling departmoney. The more animals adopted out, the
the "merchandise manager,"
called
ip
ments
more money that will be received by the
not "sales manager," and a department head
shelter in the form of donations or "adopis referred to as "merchandise manager for
tion fees."
men's clothing," etc.
Both of these reasons are based on misThere is a big difference between sellunderstanding of the possibilities of
n<;J
c1.nd merc:han<iisin�,. Personal salesman"merchandisiniL;
"
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THE ,SHELTER' S COMPETl'f'ORS
. ·. ing, but depends for its, ·effectiveness .·.
largely upon the other t,11ings encompassed .
'l'he shelter has competitors:
by the term "merchandising." Some of
(1) The. OWn.eJLo 06 un.J.,paye.d fie.ma-le. dog.6
these are :
an.d c.a.:t6 Who.6 e lltt.eM Me o O 6e.Jted oJte.e o 6
Cl) Providing products or services th.at
c.haJtge .to an.yon.e. who will. :take. .them. Many
are
well designed to meet- existing or.po·of these owners advertise for homes in the
tential
demand, and which are attract.ively
newspapers, which sometimes accept such
(packaging includes the entire
"packaged"
Children
reduced
rates.
ads free or at
"atmosphere" surrounding the produc..t or
are sent around the neighborhood to see if
service); (2) offering the products or
anyone will take a kitten or puppy. Easy
services in locations and surroundings
come, easy go. Cheap pets beget cheap
which will attract potential customers;
treatment.
(3) making the purchase of the product or
(2) The. pe.:t .t,hop.6 wh,lc.h all.e. fioun.d ,ln.
service
as easy as possible for the potenmany c.ommun,i..;t),e,f.,, an.d wh,lc.h aggfte,f.,f.,,lvely
tial customer; (4) taking full advantage
.6ee.k. :to fi,i_n.d buyeM fioJt pe.:t anhnail., the.y
of the principles of differential pricpWl.c.hal.Se. fill.om puppy mlU6 Oft .toe.al bJteeding*, as exemplified by the automobile
eM. Their total volume of business in
manufacturers who offer cars ih a wide va
dogs is tremendous.
riety of price classes to meet the finan
It is this commercial trade in puppies
cial needs of different income groups and
which gives rise to the malodorous puppy
to obtain the highest possil:>le price from
mills described in RepoJr.:t :to HumanLta!ua.nJ.i
any particular purchaser;. ( 5) utilizing
NM. 36 and 37. Every shipped-in puppy
cost-effective
advertising and other sales
sold by a pet shop not only removes a popromotion devices suited.to the product or
service being offered •
. *Throughout this article the term
None of these five essential features
"price" is used as synonymous with "re
of
merchandising .is now being fully uti
qu<ired donation," "suggested donation,"
lized
by most shelters. On the contrary,
and "adoption fee." Regardless of what it
they
tend
to avoid giving the impression
is called, it is the price paid for an an
that
they
are selling or merchandising an
imal obtained from the shelter. In New
imals.
That
might offend the sensibili
Jersey and possibly some other states the
t.
i
es
of
some
members
who view anything
law defines a "shelter" as "any establish
with
a
commercial
flavor
.as being.contrary
ment where dogs are received, housed and
to
the
altruistic
spirit
supposed to gov
distributed without charge." But the time
ern
the
operations
of
a
shelter.
has long passed when shelters could per
A shelter official with whom these
form these services, funded only by ordi
principles were discussed was very posi
nary dues and contributions. The "price"
tive in her opposition. ·. She said . the
charged for adopted animals is becoming an
shelter
(1) pays no attention to the com
increasingly important part of total fund
petition--thinks
of the shelter as being
ing for many shelters. One purpose of
in
an
entirely
different
position than pet
this article is to show how this source of
shops
and
breeders;
(2)
does
not view the
revenue can be substantially increased, at
11
merchandise"
to
animals
as
in
any
sense
the same time decreasing the production_of
be
"sold,"
but
as
living
beings
for
which
surplus dogs and cats and improving the
good homes are sought; ( 3;) is not much in
treatment of pet a.,nimals. But these sug
terested
in the convenience or reactions
gestions do not in any sense imply that
of
potential
adopters--the shelter has all
the shelter should :Oecome "just another
it
can
do
to
provide
the services it does
pet shop," or substitute commercial for
to
would-be
pet
owners;
(4) definitely
humane objectives. On the contrary, adop
does
not
believe
in
differential
pricing,
tion of these suggestions will make the
but rather charqes only one adoption fee'
-& -.-..-.J-..:-- ..:J- ....
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methods of promoting adoptions that would
add to costs of operation.
As a result of these attitudes, the pet
shops and backyard breeders have made gi
ant strides in merchandising pet animals,
with many humane society shelters meekly
taking the leftovers, consisting of people
(a) looking for a cheap pet (which they
are likely to treat "cheaply"), or (b) who
take an animal from a shelter in order to
prevent it from
going to the
death chamber.
The old reliable appeal to
the public by
shel.ters is to run a news story in the lo
cal paper, or on some local TV or radio
station, telling about the poor dog or cat
that will go to its d�ath if not rescued
by some kind adopter. What the shelters
forget is that many people become pet own
ers because of a sales pitch directed at
their own welfare, as opposed to an appeal
based on the animals' welfare. Few suc
cessful merchandisers base their sales
pitch on altruism.
(See MERCHANDISING, page 2, column 1)
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We nominate as one of the best 11 dog
pounds" in the country ,the shelter oper
ated by the Pinellas County (Florida)
Dog Contro1, of which Mr. Kenneth Mi 11er
is manager and Dr. Arthur 0. Lindblom,
Jr., is director. The shelter's adop'
tion fee is a uniform $20, which in
cludes spaying or neutering (compulso
ry), license fee, worming, and inocula
tions against rabies, distemper, hepati
tis, leptospirosis and canine parainflu
enza!
The St. Petersburg SPCA charges $22
for dogs and $10 for cats after similar
treatments. These two shelters account
for a major share of the new animals go
ing into St. Petersburg homes, since pet
shops find it difficult to compete.
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MERCHANDISING-FROM PAGE I-
MERCHANDISING
AN ATTRACTIVE PRODUCT

The shelters have available one of the
most attractive products to be found any
where: adorable dogs, cats, puppies and
kittens which, if proper selection is made
from the many animals turned in to the
shelter, can be of higher quality than_
those proffered by competitors. The dan
ger of obtaining a diseased, genetically
imperfect, psychologically misfit puppy
from a pet shop was clearly brought out in
Repol!X. No�. 36 and 37. ·
The animals of suspicious health and
disposition can be euthanized, still leav
ing a sufficient number of highly adopt
able animals, although even with the-most
careful selection some animals adopted
will turn out to be undesirable. The pet
shop, on the other hand, sends in an order
for so many puppies of a specified breed
and age,, and for cost reasons is con
strained to dispose of all the puppies re
ceived, regardless of health or other con
siderations. The puppy mills are similar
ly moti"'lated to ship all their puppies re
gardless, of quality. Thus, anyone in
search of-a desirable dog, cat, puppy or
kitten has a much better chance of finding
a healthy, suitable animal at the shelter
than at the pet shop, if the shelter takes
the steps suggested in this article to
merchandise its animals.
These include making sure that the ani
mals are healthy. If a veterinarian is
employed by the shelter, he or she should.
carefully inspect each animal to be "mer
chandised," including a stool examination,
and sign a health certificate for the ani
mal. . Each animal offered for adoption
should receive the shots appropriate for
its breed, sex and age. If no vet is em
ployed, somebody at the shelter should re
ceive adequate instruction by a vet on how
to perform these functionf;.
The shelter has an opportunity to ac
quire vital information about many of the
animals it receives, although not many
collect.as much information of this kind
as they could. All the facts should be
made available to prospective adopters,
although some owners bringing. in their an
imals will try to cover up their defects.
And, of course, some adopters will refuse
to take a desirable animal, preferring an
other because it resembles a former pet or
arouses their sympathy. Such people have
no grounds for criticism if the animal
later proves to be unsuitable.
And the shelter should offer a liberal
health guarantee on every animal, on a

I�
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free�replacement basis. Certainly, some
adopters will try to return animals for
other reasons, claiming some health rea
son, but this is a cost of doing business
faced by nearly every successful merchan
diser (ask the returned-goods manager of
any department store, most of which know
that it pays to lean over backwards to
please the customer).
A gradually increasing proportion of
the animals being turned in to shelters
are "purebreds," some with regist:i::ation
papers. This reflects the rapid increase
in puppy sales by pet shops and backyard
breeders, many of which become unwanted
when the owners learn about the costs and
troubles connected with keeping a puppy.
The general tendency among shelters is to
ignore the "purebred" feature and discard
the papers, because of the desire to avoid
enc:"ouraging the use for breeding purposes
of the animals they adopt out. But many
buyers of puppies from pet shops and back
Y?trd breeders are not interested in becom
ing breeders themselves. They prefer to
buy a purebred with papers because they
mistakenly believe them to be superior to
crossbreeds, and thjeY can brag about the
breed, and show the papers, to friends.
The shelter trying to merchandise its
"products'' should try to meet the demands
from this group of potential adopters by
specifying the breed when possible and
offering with the animal its "papers," al
though with no assurances that these would
be accepted by the AKC.
The danger of encouraging breeding by
following this policy is nullified by an
ironclad policy of not adopting out any
animal which has not been spayed or neu
tered, or, in the case of puppies and kit
tens, for which the full cost of spaying
or neut;,ering by the shelter's clinic or by
a private vet has not been collected in
advance, under a contract whereby the ani
mal must be returned with no refund if the
operation is not pe-rformed within a rea
sonable time, as evidenced by a veterinar
ian's certificate. This policy should be
implemented by an adequate follow-up con
ducted by volunteers_ (see Repol!X. to Huma.n
J.:ta.Ju.a.n.1> NiJ'. 2'5; seitember, 1973) •
These practices are essential to a good
adoption policy, regardless of the mer
chandising of "purebreds. " we are quite
familiar with the difficulties in imple
menting an adequate follow-up policy, and
realize that some adopters of purebred
puppies will ignore the contract and breed
the dog when it comes of age. But isn't
it-better to use the shelter animal for
this purpose than a purebred obtained from
a puppy mill via a pet shop? That way,
only one puppy mill rather than two is in
volved in the total transaction.
All of the features involved in provid
ing a "product" suited to successful mer
chandising run contrary to the notions of
many members as well as staff employees of
the shelters. They feel sorry for the
less attractive animals received, and
think they should have as good a chance of
adoption as the more attractive ones. Why
it is any better to euthanize an attrac
tive animal, rather than one which has
something wrong with it, has never been
explained to our satisfaction. The goal
should be to properly put out the animals
best suited for adoption, which gives'them
a better chance of going into permanent
homes, and of cutting into the sales of
pet shops and backyard breeders who: other
wise contribute more --to the surplus' pro
duction of puppies and kittens.
The same memt,ers and staff personnel
offer other reasons for opposing such a
product merchandising approach. They say
that health inspections and guarantees
will add to costs of operation. Actually,
the �esulting increased "sales" and in-·
creased adoption fees per animal will
amount to much more than the increa�ed
costs.
_ .·
_ .
By offering a heal:thY, attractiv�1}neu
tered, g�aranteed pet, �e shelter-�·.
rightfuliy claim to be .. the highest-qv;ality
source of pets in the community. Now it
is frequently viewed as only the crhea_pest
source.
An example of such a program is to be
found in St. Petersburg, Florida. _Both
the local SPCA and the County Dog·, Control

Few pet shops permit picture taking
their establishments, but we received e
cellent cooperation from Guppies and_Pu
pies and the Big Top Pet Shop, both in
Petersburg. However, most of the photc
graphs did not turn out well because of
lighting and cage wire. We wished to s
examples of dogs offered at different
prices. In these photos are a cocker
spaniel (left) priced at $129 and a whi
Pomeranian at $139, marked down from $1
That's wha.t the would-be proud dog owne
has to pay for convenience, "papers an
merchandising!
II

health examinations, and receive the re
quired health shots. Dog Control, for
ample, gives shots for distemper, hepat
tis, leptospirosis, canine parainfluenz
and rabies, and worms any dogs that mig
need it. All this, plus the $5 ricense
fee, is included in the $20 adoption fe
The.SPCA's fees are $22 for dogs and $1
for cats. ·
Although pet shops in the area give
away or charge small amounts for cats a:
kittens, we venture to say that the SPC
adopts out more cats and kittens than a.
the pet shops in the City put together.
People who want dogs or cats have incre,
ingly become aware that they can obtain
from either the SPCA or bog Control an,
imal of superior quality, spayed or neu·
tered, and this shows up in the fact th,
several pet shops have gone out of busi
ness and total sales by pet shops seem 1
be relatively smaller than in many otheJ
communities. Very few puppy-mill produc
are sold in St. Petersburg, since some c
the pet shops handle only dogs from lace
breeders on consignment. But neither tl
SPCA nor Dog Control takes advantage of
other principles of "merchandising" that
private business finds to be highly prpj
itable.

LOCATION AND ATMOSPHERE

Unfortunately, few animal shelters aJ
found in convenient, well-marked, attra(
tive surroundings. The location usuall�
is dictated more by the desire to avoid
complaints by neighbors, or to meet zoni
restrictions, or to utilize land donatec
by a generous member or legator, or pro
vided by the city or county near a garba
dump. The road leading to the shelter
frequently is unpaved, dusty and unattra
tive. And how many times have we tried
reach a shelter at some vaguely-describe
location, by watching for signs which
prove to be homemade, poorly located and
hard to see or read from a passing autorr
bile.
Contrast this with the pet shop locat
in some well-patronized shopping center,
with an attractive front and a display
window filled with cute puppies! If the
shelter is to successfully meet such corr
petition, it should have at least a dece
road from the main street or highway, an
attractive large sign, and convenient
parking facilities. Even an old sheltex
building can be made much more attractiv
by a group of volunteers supervised if
possible by an architect or professional
decorator.
If the potential volume of pet sales
the community is sufficiently large, it
may �e financially feasible to rent quar
ters in a shopping center for the displa
of the "merchandise." Many people who a
. quire puppies and kittens do so on impulse, 'after seeing them in some pet sho
;indow. These impulse buyers· frequently
become high-risk owners, but they can be
weeded out by a well-desiqned adoption
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that such buyers acquire a pet that would
otherwise be put to sleep at the shelter,
and which is neutered against adding to
the surplus, than from a pet shop which
obtains its stock from a mid-Western puppy
mill and encourages its customers to breed
the animals. If a pet shop can afford to
pay rent in a good location, the shelter
can, if it is doing a good job of merchan
.9-ising. The extra expense does not come
out of other funds, but from the increased
"take" from adoptions.
Until recently the "petmobiles" operat
ed by many humane society shelters were
popular. They offered animals for adop
tion on the spot, with little or no at
tempt to weed out undesirable adopters.
Now, the trend seems to be away from this
method of promoting adoptions, as shelters
have become increasingly conscious of what
was brought out in the first paragraph of
ttis article. Actually, there is no good
reason why adoptions resulting from petmo
bile displays should be any different than
th_ose made at the shelter. If necessary,
the department stores' familiar "layaway"
plan can be used, with the adopter picking
up the animal at the shelter after the
regular adoption procedures have been com
plied with. The petmobile be¢omes merely
a convenient show window for the "merchan
dise."
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to help meet its other operating costs.
That is one thing about the shelter's
pet shop competitors. Their costs of ac
quiring the puppies they sell, and of op
erating the shop, are at least as high,
and generally higher, than the shelter op
erating expenses per animal. The idea is
to gain some of the profits now going to
the pet shops by meeting their competition
with sound merchandising methods.
The latter sometimes include selling to
those who do not have the ready cash at
time of purchase. Few people realize the
great expansion that has occurred in the
use of consumer credit, particularly by
means of the credit cards which many peo
ple use to purchase almost everything they
buy. Mil.lions of these cards are out
standing. In selling pets, like other
merchandise, it is desirable to accept
credit cards in order to make it possible
for their users to acquire the pet.

DIFFERENTIA L PRICING

MAKING ADOPTION EASY

People who acquire pets cheaply are
much more likely to treat them according
ly. If a college student takes in a cat
that appears at the dormitory entrance, he
or she is more likely to abandon it come
June vacation than if it were an expensive
kitten or puppy acquired from a pet shop.
In fact, a very good case can be made
in support of the claim that the produc
tion of surplus puppies and kittens is
traceable in no small measure to the fact
that pets can be acquired so cheaply. It
; is human nature to devote more care to an
f expensive piece of imported china than to
' a cheap dime-store article. The same is

..:,-�••t.�1;�,..Q£,.,,pe:t:;,s.•.c,

, ... ,.."
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Of course, this princip1e does not ap
; ply in all cases. Some affluent house. holds do not make good homes for pets.
And the Pinellas County Dog Control at
Christmastime adopts out hundreds of dogs,
courtesy the County Commission, for $5,
· which includes license, all shots, and ·
spaying or neutering. Records kept show
that no higher proportion of these dogs
show up later at the shelter than for dogs
put out for $20 during the rest of the
year. But this is no conclusive evidence
• that cheap pets do not beget cheap treat• ment.
Very many humane society members seem
, to think that the whole effort to promote
adoptions should be based on putting out
, cheap pets from the shelter. They do not
require or.subsidize spay and neuter aper. ations, avoid health requirements, and ac
cept almost any kind of adopter, in the
belief that the cheaper the pet offered,
the greater will be the number of adop
tions and hence the fewer the number that
must be. destroyed. This philosophy which
governs the adoption policies of so many
shelters overlooks the effects of this
"cheap" policy on subsequent breeding and
receipts of animals at the shelters and
pounds.
The most effective way to reduce the
surplus production and the number of pet
animals to be .destroyed is to make it ex
pensive to acquire a pet. One experienced
humanitarian has even suggested that a $50
fee be charged by the state government for
each-pet animal purchased or adopted, with
the proceeds used to defray the expenses
of reduced-cost spay and neuter clinics
(Repoltt .t.o Hwna.nltalua.n.6 No. 3 7; September, 1976).
When we speak of "making the purchase
of a pet as easy as possible for the pro
spective owner," we are not inconsistent
with the precept th,at cheap pets are to be
avoided.
We believe, on the contrary, that·the
cost of acquiring a pet should be much
higher than it is now in most she.lters.
That cost should be sufficient to defray
the expenses of doing everything that has

the County government listings. Neither
Dog Control nor the St. Petersburg SPCA
has any listing in the yellow pages undei
"Pet Shops." Humane Information Servicei
fully appreciates the desire to reduce tl
cost of telephone service, but if we werE
offering pets for adoption, we certainly
would want to be readily available in thE
phone directory under "Pets" and also in
the yellow pages.
Many would-be pet owners cannot conve
niently find the time to visit an out-of
the-way shelter during the usual "open"
hours of 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. on week
days. They do their shopping after work
or on weekends, when the shelters are not
open, but the pet shops are. We are quit
familar with the reasons for this policy,
but if the shelter wishes to put out as
many animals as possible it will have to
sacrifice convenience for merchandising.
The extra labor cost should be more than
offset by increased adoptions if the othe
principles of merchandising are followed.
At least, the shelter should be open to
prospective adopters on Sunday afternoon.

This photograph of a cat pen at the
rear of a pet shop shows three kittens
just as anxious to find a good home as
the high-priced dogs housed more luxuri
ously inside. Most pet shops carry kit
tens, more as a favor to irresponsible
owners in the neighborhood who seek
"homes" for their unwanted litters and
offer them to the pet shop free, also to
be able to advertise kittens as well as
puppies as part of a complete pet ser
vice. . · Some give the �ittens �way to
anyone . wi 11 ihg to t�1.ok.e,:,,,:them,, or- ,for es-
pec i ally desirable ones charge anything
they can get, from a dollar to ten dol
lars.
Spaying and neutering before sale is
never done, nor is there any requirement
for later operations. Some pet shops
pay for shots and worming by a veteri
narian after purchase. In-most shops.
few or no older dogs are stocked, but in
St. Petersburg most shops take such ani
mals from local breeders on consignment.
These shops obtain few or no puppies
from mid-Western puppy mi11s. The of
fering of qua1ity, hea1th-protected,
spayed or neutered animals by the local
SPCA and Dog Control seems to have mate
rially affected the operations of local
pet.shops.

Other merchandising devices.such as the
department stores' "layaway" plans (in
this case, of very short duration), also
may be adaptable to this business.
People who buy with credit cards are
not necessarily strapped for money, and
unable to properly care for a pet. On the
contrary, it is the more affluent who can
o_btain such credit and maintain a high
standard of living, although there are
some deadbeats among them. By making the
purchase easier and more convenient for
those who can afford to put out a respect
able sum for a pet, total adoptions and
adoption fees can be materially increased.
Another way in which shelters can make
it more convenient for potential buyers or
adopters to patronize them is by making it
easier to find them in the telephone book.
Recently we had occasion to try to locate
a humane society shelter which we had nev
er visited. We looked in the phone book
under IIHumane Society," under "Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,'' un- ·
der "SPCA" at the place in the book where
it would be expected to appear, also under
"Pet Adoption Center," but the shelter was
to be found under none of these headings.
Finally, it turned up at the.beginning of
the "S" category as "SPCA." In St. Pe
tersburg the Dog Control center operated '
by the County, which is an excellent fa-

Differential pricing. is one of the mos
important merchandising principles, but
rarely followed by shelters. The latter
usua1ly have a set fee for adopting an an·
imal, regardless of how much the adopter
wants it or how much he can afford to pay
or the qualities of the animal.
Successful merchandisers know that sucl
a policy usually leads to smaller returns
The merchandiser, in order to " milk the
market" for all he can get, takes into ac·
count that people differ greatly in their
ability and willingness to pay any given
price. Some can or will pay only a low
price. Others can or will pay a very higl
price. In fact, many people judge the de·
sirability of the merchandise by the pricE
that is asked for.it: "You get what you
pay for." In between are the bulk of the
potential buyers, each of whom will re
spond to a different price.
The automobile rnanufacturers 1 such as
Ford, recognJ_z_e t1:lis fact of" li,:f;�,<bY, maxi.u"'."
facturing many different makes df cars,
and different models for each, from.Pinto
to Continental Mark V. A potential buyer
may walk into a Ford salesroom expecting
to buy an LTD for $4,500, but, finding the
price much higher than that, can be induc
ed to buy a Pinto. If he goes into the
higher-priced Mercury dealer's showroom,
he will find the same wide choice of
prices, from the comparati�ely low-priced
Comet to the big Mercury costing nearly
twice as much. The supermarket likewise
offers canned peas at a variety of prices.
The automobile painting firm offers the
economy job for $69.95, the acrylic for
$99.95, and the deluxe for $139.95 and up.
The hospital offers private rooms, two-bed
rooms and ward beds, at large price dif
ferentials. Hardly a business exists
which does not have some form of differen
tial pricing.
The purpose of this method of pricing
is to get as many dollars out of the mar"'."
ket as possible. If Ford sold only Pin
tos, they would not be taking advantage of
the fact that there are many potential au
tomobile buyers in the market who can and
will pay more for a car. So, Ford tries
to offer something to the buyers in each
price class. In that way, Ford obtains
the $7,500 from a purchaser who can afford
it, and $4,500 from the Pinto buyer, a to
tal of $12,000. If it offered only one
car for $6,000, it might not be able to
sell the Pinto buyer, and might not even
be able to sell the more affluent buyer
because the in-between car is not fancy
enough. Actually, the cost differentials
for the differently priced cars are much
less than the difference in price.
Pet animals vary in appearance and oth
er characteristics even more than do auto
mobiles, peas or auto paint jobs. So,
pets are ideal subjects for differential
pricing. The pet shops take advantage of
this by offering puppies at prices from
perhaps as low as $10 up to $500.
The shelter with one adoption fee for
all animals fails to obtain as much as
some adopters would be quite willing and
able to pay, and loses some "sales" to

ray�
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G I VI NG TH ROUGH. I NSURANCE

A California member of Humane Informa
tion Services who, in addition to being an
ardent animal lover, is in the insurance
underwriting business has made us the own
er and beneficiary of a life insurance
policy on. her life .
She is Ms. Nancie L. Sailor, 900 Welch
Road , Palo Alto, California 94304 . She
represents the New York Life Insurance
Company, and writes life, health and group
insurance and annuities .
Nancie believes life insurance is one
of the best ways to leave substantial be
quests to charitable organizations . These
· are the reasons she gives:
"People give . :t,o c. ho.Ju:ty what .t.hey c. a.n
a.6 6oi-c.d . Some Me a ble to make v eJty .6ub
.6:ta.n;ti.a.l gint-6 ; o.t.hvu, Mncl
ecv.iieJt to
give .6mall. a.mou rw.i p vu.ocUc.all.y.
"Many in .t.h e. la.ttefl. gMup would Uk.e. to
mak e a. c.ontlubu..tion .t.ha.t w ould mefl.U lcv.i.t.
ing a.c. k.nowl e.dgmen:t. Howe.v efl., they 6eel
that li mlgh,t be. ov efl. .t.heht hea.d6 6.inan
uall.y .
"A gnawing numbefl. 0 6 people. h av e. di/2 c.oveJr..ed that U6e. in.6 una.nc.e M a. un.iqu e.
and e 6 6e c.:ti..ve way 0 6 p11.oviding money 601t
c.h a.ll.Ua.bl e. gi-6:t.6 oil. be qu e.-6:t.6 . The.y value.
.t.he buil..t-£n e.xpan.6ion pow efl. that c.a.n
tlta.n-6 601tm mode..6t annual gi6:t.6 in:to .6ub
.6:ta.n;ti.a.l o ne.-6 •
" Le.:t ' .6 c.o n&idefl. a. man o 6 modefl.a.te. me.a.n-6
6fut . Haw c.an U 0 e. in.6 UJta.nc. e. help him
de.6,lne. a nd Jt e.a.c.h h.i-6 phil.a.nthJtopic. goa.l-6 ?
'J'L e.:t ' .6 .6 a.y he. hM be.en .6encUng .6 ome.
mo ne.y e.a.c.h y-e M .t.o a. huma ne. .6 a c.ie.:ty, and
that he. inte.nd6 .ta c.o n;t,lnu e. · doing .6 a .
Haw e.v efl., h e. would a.l.6 0 Uk e. to ma.k.e. a. Jt e.
all.y .6Ub.6:ta.ntial gi6;t .t.hat will J )efl.pe.:tua.te.
hi-6 name with .t.h e. .6 oc.ie.:ty.
" Co n-6,lde.Jting hi-6 madefl.a.te mea.n-6 , how
doe.-6 he 90 a.bout tw ? He. de..c.idu ta pUJt
c. h cv.i e. a $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 U6e. in.6 Wta.nc. e. paUc.y and
name.. .t.he.. .6 o c.ie.:ty cv., ownefl. and be.ne..oic.iaJl.Y .
A.6.6um.ing that he.. .i-6 40 ye.a/1.,6 old at .t.h e..
time.. a 6 :the. pWtc.hcv.i e.., h.i-6 annual pJt e.mium
pa.yme.rw.i will be.. appJto ximately $ 2 7 5 . But
wLU. U a.c.tuall.y c.o .6.t. him .that mu c.h ? No
li won ' .t. ! No.t. a.6.t.efl. he. :ta.k u h.v., a.utho
tlze.d. -Lnc,.omec .ta.x de.du.cti.o YL6 •
• - � .,
"The In:teJtn.a.l Re.venu e.. Code . pJtovideJ.i
.that an individual :ta.xp a yefl. c.a.n. de..du.c.:t
c.h a.ll.Ua.ble. c.on.bu.bution-6 u.p .t.o 2 0 p e.Jtc. e.n:t
0 6 h.i-6 adjU.6.t.e..d gJt0.6.6 .inc.ome . And .t.h.i-6
UmU M inc.Jte..M e.d to 50 p eJtc.e.nt undefl.
c. efl.ta.in c.iltc.um.6.t.a.nc. e.-6 •
" 1 6 w e. cv.i.6ume. that oUJt donoll. M in a
:top 32 peJtc.ent :tax b1tac. k.e.:t, w e. 6ind .t.hat
.t.he. p!te.mium on .the poUc.y owned by .t.he..
c.ho.Ju:ty will a c.:tuall.y c.o.6 t him ne.:t a nly
$ 1 87 ye.a.Jtly, cv., c.ompMe..d wlih $ 2 7 5 be.601te.

u

ME RCHANDISING - FROM PAGE 3 --

Some shelters do charge slightly higher
fees for especially attractive dogs, but
the differentials are pitifully inade
quate . We . have never observed a shelter
that has made an effort to study the po
tential market and establish differential
adoption fees designed to bring in maximum
returns and at the same time promote the
maximum number of adoptions into good
homes while avoiding the cheapy customer
,who will not properly care for the animal .
One reason shelters have not done more
differential pricing is that the idea is
opposed by uninformed members and direc
tors who believe that the " price" (adop
tion fee ) asked should be kept as low as
possible to promote more adoptions, not
realizing that by getting · a higher price
or fee from some they could afford to
charge the less affluent or harder-to-sell
. customers less .

ADVERT IS ING AND SA L ES P ROMOT I ON

Many shelters have done a great j ob of
promoting adoptions, by gaining free pub
licity from radio and TV stations and
newspapers . Almost invariably , however ,
the emphasis is on " save-a-life" motiva
tions , not on factors which are most im
portant in motivating most people to ac
quire a pet . This works for some people,
especially those who rationalize a desire
to obtain a cheap pet by saying , "Oh, I
got Skippy from the shelter because I hat
ed to see all those poor dogs that have to
be put to sleep . " Actually , what she
means in many cases is that she hated to
pay a breeder or pet shop a high price

all.owa.ble. :tax deduc.:tion-6 . And 601t .thM
1te£ativ e.ly .6mall. yeo.Jci.y c. a.6t, a $ 1 o, 0 0 0
bequ u.t. alt endowment will be pnovided .to
.t.he. .6 0 c.ie.:ty a.t h.i-6 dea..t.h .
"Now le.:t ' .6 c.on.6idefl. 1., omeone. :the 1.,ame.
age. in .t.he 50 p e.Jtc. e.nt :top :tax b1tac. k.e.:t who
wa.rw., :to mak e. a. .t.Jz.ui.y .6 Ub.6.ta.ntia.l g,[6.t.
He bu.y.6 a $ 1 00 , 000 U6e. ,c_n.6uJtanc.e poUc.y
and n.amu .t.he. .6 a c.ie..ty cv., ownefl. and b e.ne. 6i
c.iaJl.y. The. annual pnem,[am M $ 2 , 70 8; but,
a.6.t.efl. :tax de.duc..tion-6 noJt c.ha.JtUa.ble co n
Wbu..tio n-6 , hM a c.tual c M :t i-6 only $ 1 , 3 5 4
ye.a.Jtly, a .6mail. -6um whe.n you c.o n.6ide.Jt th e.
amou nt o 6 .t.he. ev e.n:tilal gi6.t .
"The. 6oUowing :tabl e. .6 hoW6 the a oteJt
:ta.x c.0 .6.t. o 6 a. $ 1 , 0 O O plte.mw.m p a yment in
va.JtioU.6 Fe.defl.a.l Inc.ome. Tax b1tac. k. e.u :
Value 0 6
A6.teJt-Ta x Co.6:t
06 $ 7 , 000
Ta.x
Veduc.:tion
B!ta.ck e.:t :t o Taxpa.ye..Jt
PJtemlum

70%
60% .
50%
39%
32%
25%

$700
600
500
390
320
250

$300
400
500
610
6 80
750

"06 c.ou.Jt.6 e., .t.h e. :tax deduc.:tion. b e.ne.6iu
Me. the .6ame whe.t.heJt a .6u.m M given .to
c. ha.Jtliy M an ou.:tJught gi6.t 011. in th e. 601tm
0 6 a. U6e in.6 Wta.nc.e. pJte.mi.u.m . But the. Uoe..
in..6 uJtanc.e . w ay ha.-6 additional a.dva.n:tag u .
"Annual divide.nd-6 on .t.he. poUc.y, 601t
in-6:ta.nc. e., c. an b e. U.6e..d .to in c.Jte..M e. the
amount o 6 in-6 uJtanc. e. payable. ta .t.h e. c.ha.Jti
.ty .
" Gi 6tl> 0 6 U6e. in.6uJtanc. e. do not .6ign.i6ic.an:tly de.pl e.te. .t.he. donoJt '.6 c.cv., h cv.i .6 e.:t.6
whle.e. he. M a.live , but e.na.ble. him to ma.k.e.
h.i-6 gi-6.t. a. .6ign.,i.oic.a.nt one a.t .t.he. time 0 6
death.
"06 c.ou.Jt.6 e., .t.h e. U6e.. in.6uJtance.. pJtoc.e.ed6
p a yable. to .t.h e. c.ho.Ju:ty Me not .6ubje.c.:t to
Fedefl.a.l E.6tate.. Ta x in th e.. e..6tate on .t.h e.
c.on.bu.bu:Uon
donoJt . In add,ltion, .the
M paid immediately .to .th e. c.ho.Ju:ty, an d M
not .6 u.bje.c.:t .to c.oJ.i:te..y and ve.x.ing p!tobate
de.la.y.6 .
"Th e..6e Me ju..6t a 6e..w 0 6 th e. Jt e.cv.i on-6
why U6e in.6Wta.nc. e.. c.a.n h elp mak e. you.11. gi6.t.
to c. ho.Ju:ty a moJt e. 1> a.:l4 6a.c.to1ty one. .to you ,
a.nq, . c.eJt:t.a.,i..n.fy" /to :f:Jre Oll..ga.n,lza.ti.on oft.. ,ln
J.i:ti..:tu.:U..an Jt e.c. eiving
Anyone wishing to execute a life insur
ance policy of which Humane Information
Services, Inc., would be the owner and
beneficiary may write to Nancie at the ad
dress given above, or consult a local un
derwriter. our address to be shown on the
policy is 4495 Ninth Avenue North, St. Pe
tersburg, Florida 33713 . Be sure to give
your age if you want precise information
on premiums.

Iowa Euthanasia Symposi
Successful
The Iowa symposium on euthanasia hE

September 24 was successful from ever)
standpoint. over 100 directors, of fie
and members of Iowa humane societies ,
public pounds attended . The conferenc
was sponsored by the Iowa Federation c
Humane Societies and was under the diJ
tion of Mrs. Lo is Kopecky, chairpersor
the Federation's program committee.
Steve Goodman, field representative
Humane Information Services, summarize
the position of HIS regarding all of t
methods of euthanasia in common use, c
did Mrs. Ann Gonnerman for the Humane
ciety of the United States. Goodman c
demonstrated the captive-bolt pistol,
which has not been used in the United
States but has some distinct advantage
which Humane Information Services is r
investigating .
Dr . Ron Grier was the lead-off spea
and led a panel of the speakers in ans
ing questions from the audience durins
afternoon session .
Many humane conferences please thos
�attendance, yet accomplish little or n
ing. This one was different. Some ve
worthwhile results already are appeari
These results, and some interesting as
pects of the symposium, will be inclua
in the next issue of Re..paltt to Hu.ma.nit
a.n-6 , when, hopefully, more space will
available .

null

a. "

pick up a pet at next to nothing .
Instead of appealing to prospective
adopters solely on humanitarian grounds,
the shelter should emphasize the superior
quality of pets adopted from it, the guar
anty , the much larger variety of animals
available at the shelter, the health as
pects, and the advantages of buying a
house-trained pet rather than a puppy or
kitten • .
Although pet shops and backyard breed
ers rarely do any paid advertising, there
is no reason that a shelter, with a larger
volume of business than most single pet
shops, should not do so . One way of ad
vertising is by direct mail . This could
be combined with appeals. for donations .

TH E END RESULT B ENE F ICIAL

Commercial businesses have demonstrated
over and over again the advantages of mer
chandising over mere selling . Vast for
tunes have been made by merchants who
merely followed the merchandising princi
ples outlined above. The time has come
for humane society shelters to follow
these trails to success.
The end result should be ( 1 ) larger re
ceipts to help defray the ordinary costs
of shelter operation, (2) more adoptions ,
(3) a crimp in the sales of the pet shops
and backyard breeders, who have given rise
to the infamous puppy mills and have con
tributed so greatly to the production of a
surplus of pet animals.

C R I T IC ISMS AND C OMM ENTS INV I TED

We sent copies of this -article to sev
eral persons who are thoroughly familiar
with shelter operating problems . As ex-

Dr. Ron Gri er (top), Iowa College o
Veterinary Medicine ; ( lower) Drs. Gear
Schoel ( left), Supervisor, Animal Welf
Iowa Department of Agriculture, and Dr
Slaughter ( right), State Veterinarian '
Office, participants in euthanasia sym
sium September 24, 1977, at the Holid�
Inn of the Amanas, sponsored by the Io1
Federation of Humane Societies.
obstacles in the way of putting these
chandising suggestions into practice.
every one of the objections has been o
come by . some _shelter, somewhere, altho
no shelter to our knowledge has put al
these suggestions into practice . We k
the subj ect matter of this article is
highly controversial, that not ail she
ters can utilize some of the suggestio:
Conditions affecting the shelter's abi
to do so , such as the availability of ,
volunteer workers, vary greatly in dif:
ent communities. So, use what you can
these suggestions, and keep the others
mind in case conditions should change .
Anything new or different always appea:
at first glance to be impossible . Tha·
why about 90 percent of private busine:
enterprises fail: the .t.h.ing.6 .that ma.k.1
the. ten p eJtc. e.nt .6uc.c. e.e..d a11..e "hnpoMibl ,
OIL "imp,ta..c.:tic.a.ble." fiOIL :the. 9 0 p e!l.c.ent.
Here at Humane Information Services we
fail to follow the principles of merch,
dising our own services because we are
busy doing what appear at the time to l
more important things . So we . know how
shelter managers feel about it. But e,
New Year we resolve to turn over a new
leaf! How about joining us in 1978 ?
We invite our readers ' comments on ,
criticisms of this article . The subje<
is of key importance for successful shE
ter operation . We hope you can .learn
something of value from reading the ar1
cle, and that we can learn from receivj
your reactions to it .
� � �
Ph otog1taplu, by
Steve Goodman.
Field Inve.-6:tlgatolt
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The Campaign Against Trapping

Trapping is one of the greatest sources
of cruelty to animals . *

" In ail.. h-lb:t.oll.y, :the mind 06 ma.n ha..o
no.t eonc.uved a.n ,<JU,tJw.men.t 0 6 gll.ea..tell.
ctulelitJ tha.n -t.he .&:teel :tll..a.p. NeveJL be6oll.e
ha.6 a. dev,i.ee ea.U6 ed .&uc.h wMe.1i0ea.d .6 Uf'
6eJUng . Evell.y yeaJr.., WeAall..y m,i.,U.lon..6 0 6
,lnno e e.n.t, haJUrlle.1i.& 6Ull.b eaJu.ng anbnah e.n
dwte agony, 61l.ee.z..lng , :thi.M:t. a.nd .6low
de.a.th be.ea.U.6 e o 6 :tlu6 :tll..a.p. Why?"

This statement appeared i n a humane
publication in 1976 . The writer answered
his own question: "Mell.ely -t.o .&o.:tM 6tJ -t.he.
wlurrv.i o 6 6a.6 luo n • "
We would like to try, in this article,
to give - a different answer: "Because hu
manitarians and humane and wildlife orga
nizations have failed to come to grips
with the real problems and take effective
action . " After all, is it the fashion of
smoking cigarettes which is to blame for
lung cancer, or our failure to stop ciga
rette smoking?
This is one of the few fields of animal
welfare with which humane societies and
wildlife and environmental organizations
are mutually concerned . They have worked
. together in a common cause . That should
make it easier to obtain results .
The vested commercial interests_ having
an economic stake in trapping are smaller
in numbers than the opponents of trapping,.
and should be smaller in influence with
Congress and the state legislatures .
These vested interests are not among the
big campaign contributors . They do not
command the numbers of voters or writers
of letters to Congressmen and legislators
that respond to the urgings of humane and
environmental groups . True, the hunting
fraternity exemplified by the powerful Na
tional Rifle Association generally opposes
anti-trapping legislation, but there is
some division in their ranks on this is
sue . _ I nPlorida , humanitarians. tooJc ad: 5
vantage cit this division to persuaa.e'�the
State's Game and Fresh Water Fish Commis
sion _ to ban the leghold trap .
In view of these facts, and tl:ie terri
ble cruelties involved, one might have an
ticipated great progress toward abolition
of the steel-jawed leghold trap, if not
all trapping . In fact, however, progress
has been minimal • . We seem to be at just
about the same stage as when the agitation
against trapping began decades ago .
In addition to Florida, New Jersey has
banned the trap in its more heavily-popu
lated counties . Mass_achusetts has a law
that is said to be ambiguous and hard to
enforce . Ohio has just conducted a refer
endum on trapping which was defeated over
whelmingly . In other states where vigor
ous efforts have been made to pass legis
lation the efforts so far have failed .
And the Congress has repeatedly considered
and re j ected anti-trapping bills . Efforts
to persuade consumers to stop buying fur
garments have had no discernible effects ;
the Qemand for furs and the prices of fur
animals' skins are at all-time highs .
Why has so little progress been made
towa�d stopping trapping?
One reason is the fact that federal
governments in both the United States and
Canada have a vested interest in the con
tinuance of trapping . The same is true of.
the state game and fish commissions, which
receive a substantial proportion of their
revenue · from trapping licenses . Also, a
considerable part of the land on which
trapping is carried on is owned by the
federal .gove�nment, mostly leased to pri
vate interests which have heavy political
clout and which oppose curtailment of
trapping .
All of these interests are strong advo
cates of "game management," ostensibly to
prevent over-population, disease and star
vation of wildlife . Such arguments, which
• '"

* A muc.h moll.e c.omp1te.hen..6ive de.1i CJUp.tion
o 6 tna.pp,i.ng and o 6 :the 6wr. indll..6:Cll.y .lo
eonruned ,ln Report to Humanitarians No .
17; Se.p:te.mbell., 1 9 7 1 ) . The pll.e.1,e,n;t aJLt,lele
i6 de.voted :to the. .&ubjee:t. 6 6 what ha.6 been
a.nd ea.n be done. :to ha.U the. c.ll.Uel.:tJ._e.1J o 6

Promising or Futile?

have been treated in past issues of Repoll.:t.
:to· Hum�n..6 , have been shown to be
without merit . But these are merely some
of the obstacles to gaining public and
legislative acceptance of restrictions on
trapping, which include all of the condi
tions which make people indifferent to an
imal suffering . This article is intended
to deal only with the specific programs to
overcome these obstacles . Why have not
these programs been more effective?
To understand the answer to this ques
tion requires a review of the different
approaches to the problem .

DI F FERENT AP PROACHES T O THE
ELIMINATION O F CRUEL TRAPS

There are four general approaches to
this problem : (1) Awa.ken the. pubUe c.on
.6 uenc. e. :to the. c.ll.Uei.:tJ._e.1, 0 6 :tll..a.pp,lng a.nd

peM ua.de. c.on..6umeM :to .6:t.op buying 6 wr. g aJr..( 2) Ac.c.e.p:t the 6ac.:t that wome.n
w.lU c.ontlnu.e. :to We.a/1.. ol.1JL6 ,&oil. theiJr. fiM h
,ion and nouveau Jue.he appeal, a.nd channel
6Wt pll.oduc.ti..on .into 6aJr..m Oil. "ll.a.neh" -JUU.6 e.d.
mink. a.nd o:t.heA .6pe.c.-le.1i . < 3 > Ob.ta.in vofun
:t.aJr..y a.ctlon by :tll..a.ppeM , an a.ppll.Oa.c.h wluc..h
ha..6 be.en :ttu_ed in Canada. (4) Obtain 6e.d
eJUI.t and/ oil. .6:ta:te. legi6la..tion to ban :Cll.a.p
ping oil. :the. u.1., e, 06 le.ghold :t/!..a.µ6 .
PRO PAGANDA
AGAINST FURS
men.t.6 .

has not even been tried, except by Humane
Information Services .
Despite the indefatigable efforts of
individual humanitarians and humane orga
nizations to persuade consumers to stop
buying fur garments, there have been no
measurable results in the fur markets .
True, the conductors of these campaigns
can point to various minor successes . One
city in England, for example, has had a
noticeable decline in the sales and wear
ing of furs . And the production and sales
of fake furs have increased in a way which
is encouraging to the faithful . But so
phisticated inquiries in the garment
trades will disclose that increased sales
of fake furs have been largely at the ex
pense of cloth coats . Women who want to
flaunt their stylishness and affluence
continue to seek real furs .
The real proof of the pudding , however,
is to be found in the fur markets them
s·e lves � Recently .fur skin prices have
been attaining . new highs, in some cases up
many hundreds percent over the lows of a
few years ago .
Those who believe in the effectiveness
of these "don't buy" drives directed at
(See TRAPPING, page 6, column 1)

r-----------�----------....-w

One of the most ag
gressively-directed,
enthusiastically-sup
port�d (by humanitari
ans), and persistently
conducted campaigns in
the history of the hu
mane movement has been
the effort to persuade
consumers not to buy
furs . This has been
spearheaded in England
by The Lady Dowding and
her faithful cohorts
who formed the well
known organization
called Beauty Without
Cruelty . They propa
gandize, and have had
manufactured and offer- ·
ed for sale, substi
tutes for various arti
cles of animal deriva
tion used for adorn
ment, including furs .
In response to this
movement, a number of
textile and clothing
manufacturers in the
United Kingdom and in
this country have pro
duced a variety of gar
ments f�om man-made fi
bers, some of which
simulate the natural
furs so well that they
can hardly be distin
guished from the real
thing except by close
inspection .
These simulated fur
garments must be refer
red to in advertising
and other merchandise
promotion as "fake
furs . " Ostensibly to
protect the consumer,
this requirement has
been an unnoticed lode
stone around the neck
of those trying to pro
mote simulated furs .
The very idea of
buying a "fake" any
thing is anathema to
any woman who desires
to flaunt her opulence
and good taste . One of
the most effective ways
of promoting the sub
stitution of simulated
for natural fur- gar
ments would be to have
this "fake fur" desig-

The same photo·
graphs of trapped
ani mals have ap
peared i n so many
humane publi ca
ti ons as to be fa
miliar to most of
our readers. S i x
of them will be
found in our pre
vi ous report on
trapping ( No . 1 1 ; September, 1 9 71 J . 1 ne two aoove are com
parati vely new .
The fi rst i s from the Associ ati on for the Protecti on of
Fur-Bear ing Ani mals (Canada) , whi ch has done an outstand_i ng
�ob of photographi ng such scenes , both sti ll and moti on pic
tures. The rabbit was found dead w i th i ts leg i n the trap ,
one of mi l l i ons of 11 trash ani mals 11 caught in leghold traps
and discarded by the trappers . The rabbi t was unable to bi te
-off i ts limb , as d i d the raccoon whi ch left his forepaw in
the trap (mi ddle pi cture) and probably starved to death or
was ki 1 1 ed by predators, for whi ch i t became easy prey.
(From Bucks County (Pennsylvania) SPCA . ) The raccoon (below)
was even less fortunate than the 11 wri ng-off. 1 1 ( From Monterey
County (Cali fornia) SPCA. )
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the consumer will always counter facts
such as those cited by claiming, "Yes, but
the demand would have been even greater
had it not been for our caI11Paign . 11 This
no doubt is true in the case of furs . But
what effect has this had on the production
of trapped furs? To be honest and realis
tic about it, the effect has been negligi
ble .
The fine ladies who so energetically
run these consumer campaigns against furs
either ignore analyses such as this, considering it beneath contempt or any reply, .
or respond by saying that for every fur
Long sheds on Space m i nk farm , Beemerv ille , Sussex County , _ New Jersey , where � s
coat some consumer is persuaded not to
as
20
, 000 mink are produced annually. Mr : S ?ace coop�rated wi th Hu�ane Informati or
buy, the lives of 40 (or some other num
Servi ces i n tests of carbon di ox i de for k i lli ng the m i nk , as a poss i �le rep : acement
ber, depending on the number of skins in
neck break i ng. On thi s farm the necks were broken so expertly that i � re 9 u1red onl
the coat) of God's creatures are saved .
second or two , bu t for some others that are not so expert, neck break i ng 1 s not hurr
But this simply is not true .
What trapper hears about the success of
humanitarians . It is something like t
colors and other characteristics of the
the campaign in stopping the sale of these
efforts to eliminate or reduce the sur
pelts .
40 skins, and says, " I ' ll have to reduce
o·f dogs and cats by subsidizing the sp
The farm production of fur skins, es
the number of animals I trap by 40"? No
ing of individual animals, still viewe,
pecially mink, now is found in most coun
trapper, of course . Trapping goes on as
many individuals and a few humane soci
tries of the Northern hemisphere . It has
it would have if the consumer had not been
become an important industry in Canada and
ies as the most effective potential me
persuaded not to buy the coat .
of controlling breeding . . As indicated
the United States •.
Only if the price the trapper receives
previous reports, we do not agree with
Farm-raised furs could become an even
or expects to receive for skins is reduced
more important factor in the fur market if this, and for similar reasons do not a,
significantly by a decreased demand for
with any permanent program for subsidi
various steps were taken to encourage sub
furs will he change his trapping opera
trappers' use of what ar·e supposed to :
stitution of these for the trapp�d furs .
tions . If the price drops, say five per
humane traps .
The potential is far from being fully re
cent, many or. most trappers would make no
alized .
E F FORTS TO DEVELO P
changes at all . But there always are some
Humanitarians, however, have frowned
A HUMANE TRAP
producers who are right on the verge of
upon farm-raised furs about as much as up
There
are
two possible bases for op:
quitting or entering the business_. Even a
on trapped furs . They have given no en
ing trapping : (1) opposition to takin
small decline in price will cause some of
couragement to the industry . The ratio
the life of any of God's creatures; (2
them to quit trapping . But to- reduce ma
nale of this attitude is that furbearing
opposition
to doing so by causing suff
terially the amount of trapping would re
animals raised in small cages on farms
ing
.
Only
the second reason will find
quire a substantial decline in skin
suffer more during their brief lifetimes
vor
among
most
non-humanitarians, who ,
prices .
than do their wild counterparts, and that
"What
is
the
difference
between taking
Only if the number of consumers per
although . they are killed in ways which
life
of
a
mink
and
of
a
lamb or calf?
suaded not to buy fur garments is suffi
produce less suffering, this does not make
eat
meat,
don't
you?"
cient to reduce the demand for fur skins
up for lifetime incarceration in cages .
In the United States, many humanita
significantly will the price of skins be
The mink is a naturally wild, active,
ans and probably some humane societies
affected . The market for fur skins is
free-roaming . animal, apparently not well
in favor of trying to stop trapping al
worldwide . Prices determined by supply
adapted to captivity . Yet, there is evi
gether, although they will go along wi
and demand on the London and other great
dence that by inbreeding, strains - have .
efforts
to ban the leghold trap, possi:
fur markets are reflected back to trappers
been developed that adjust well to captiv
as
just
the
first step to a ban on all
who bring their pelts in to the Hudson_ Bay
ity . They breed easily . Even some ranch
trapping
.
post . exchange or other dealers in skins • . ·
ers say that mink cannot be tamed, but the
In Canada, possibly the leading org
The writer visited the London fur market
writer has personally touched a tame mink,
zation dealing with trapping makes no
some time ago, being nauseated by the
which enj oyed running around inside the
bones about the fact it is against inh
piles of skins reaching almost to· the
shirt of its owner, and was let loose in
mane
trapping, not against trapping .
ceiling in great storage rooms adjacent to
the house .
The
efforts to develop a humane tra:
the trading floors . It is difficult for a
The most unsavory feature of mink
have
been
much more vigorous and organ
humanitarian to grasp the vastness of the
ranching is the killing of the mink . Var
in
Canada
than
in the. United States .
o
w rld market in fur skins without actually
ious methods are used . The most common
the
best
of
our
knowiedge, these effor
seeing these hundreds of thousands of
are neck breaking and gassing with potas
were
initiated
by
the Humane Trap Deve
pelts, each representing what is left of a
sium cyanide . Representatives of Humane
ment Committee of the Canadian Federat
sentient, happy creature of the wild . ·
Information Services have tested the use
of Humane Societies and the Canadian A
Take a few thousand skins from the pile as . of carbon dioxide boxes, but the mink re
ciation for Humane Trapping . These or,
representing the effects of the anti-fur
sist the gas remarkably, and we are not as
nizations
were largely responsible for
campaign, and you would not see the dif
enthusiastic about it as the Universities
later
formation
of the Federal Provine
ference . In such a vast market, the ef
Federation for Animal Welfare, of Great
Committee
for
Humane
Trapping ( FPCHT),
fect on the demand for skins would hardly
Britain, which recommends that method . We
funded
and
run
by
the
Canadian governm
be noticed . Even if the campaign achieved
have tried injections of sodium pentobar
The
research
has
been
planned and c
much greater success, the effect on the
bital with complete success from both a
· ducted on a scientific basis . With th
demand for and prices of skins would be
humane and practical standpoint . Mink
success of technology in developing ot
relatively small, and hence the prices re
ranchers agreed to use this drug if they
things such as computers, surely the s
ceived by trappers would not be affected
could obtain it, but since they do not em
entists,
if put to work on the problem
sufficiently to stop trapping in any real
ploy or have close relations with vetericould
come
up with a really humane tra_
ly significant degree . Changes in fash
narians we have not yet discovered how
However,
despite
vigorous efforts of t
ions due to other causes, and particularly
they could obtain the restricted drug .
(
See
TRAPPING
, page 7, column 1)
changes in the purchasing power of poten
However, we are convinced that a . way could
tial consumers of fur garments, are far
be found to make the pelting process hu
more important .
mane . The mink ranchers' organizations
This does not mean that we are opposed
have given evidence of willingness to co
to conducting such campaigns . On the con
operate in such a program .
trary, we fully realize that the continu
We have received no indication, howev
ing impact of the propaganda will . be high
er, that humanitarians would be willing to
ly beneficial as an aid in achieving re
engage in such cooperation . They are too
sults from - other approaches to the prob
opposed to taking any animals' lives to
lem .
provide furs, which they view as totally
What we do obj ect to is acceptance of
unnecessary luxuries the use of which is
the belief that the consumer demand ap
unjustified under any circumstances .
proach by itself can accomplish any sub
stantial reduction in trapping . Such ac
VOLUNTARY ACTION BY TRAP PERS
ceptance easily leads to the rejection or
Beginning about 1964 the Canadian Asso
neglect of other approaches to the prob
ciation for Humane Trapping organized a
lem, notably the one that is next discuss
program for the exchange of a Conibear
ed .
trap for a leghold trap . Other types also
were exchanged . The purpose apparently
SUBST I TUT I ON OF FARM-RA I S ED
was to acquaint trappers with the concept
FOR TRAP PED FUR SK I NS
of the quick-killing types of traps, of
"Mink ranching, " and the raising of
. squi rrel caught i n Coni bear • 1 instan
which the Conibear was the best known .
other types of furs under captivity on
This
program
had
been
completely
terminatfarms, already has made substantial in
, ki l l " trap (from Associati on for the P
tecti on of Fur-Bearing Animals , Canada
ed by 197 3 , reflecting a variety of condi
roads . into the trapped- fur market . The
Unfortunately , many of the ani mals cau
tions .
farm-raised article is a "natural" fur
i n such traps are not i nstantly k i lled
We list this as one of the four differ
which could not be distinguished by the ·
but
are merel y held i n a v i ce-li ke bod
ent
approaches
to
the
trapping
problem
on
layman from the trapped fur, except for
.
gri
p
whi ch i s very pai nful and creates
ly
because
it
still
seems
to
be
looked
upthe soecial breedina which results in some
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foregoing groups , it cannot be said that
success has been achieved in produc ing a
really humane and reasonably universal
trap . As the FPCHT itself has said , "To
date , we have not been successful in at
tracting any of the space-age technologies
to turn their talents to humane trapping . "
Nearly 2 00 ideas ; models or suggestions
have been received by the Committee , yet
success still seems to elude those working
in this field . · However , it must be ac 
knowledged that the FPCHT is not charged
with producing a satisfactory result be
fore 1979 .
.Vigorous criticism of these past ef
forts to develop a humane trap recently
surfaced in Canada , and might even result
in court action . We do not wish to become
embroiled in this controversy , so are
omitting any of the details in this arti
cle .
puffice it to say that after a real ef
fort to obtain and analyze the available
facts , it is the conclusion of Humane In
formation Services that no really humane
and reasonably universal trap has yet been
developed , or_ is now in early prospect .
We applaud the -efforts under way , but in
evaluating the various approaches to the
problem · of trapping we have to be realis
tic about such things .
S9me of the leaders in the humane move
ment in this country who have unreservedly
endorsed the "humane killer trap" as now
available to substitute for the leghold
trap should reexamine the facts .

THE "TENDER TRA P "

For years , Humane Information Services
has been one of those advocating further
development of the "tender -trap , " develop
ed by two humanitarians of San Diego , and
promoted by Defenders of Wildlife and oth
er environmental and humane societies in
this country . This is a modified legholsi
trap with 0 offset" jaws wrapped with some
kind of soft material such as foam rubber
weather stripping . When this trap is
sprung , . it usually does not hurt the ani
rnal--a woman can let her del icate - f'.ingers
be caught in it without harm . But the an
imal still suffers the trauma of being
held in the trap , and may well die of
thirst , starvation and cold while awaiting
the trapper-executioner , if it does not
become a "wring-off . "
Humane Information Services advocates
an aggressive search for a small , easily
punctured plastic bag which could be_ at
tached to one of the j aws of the trap
which when chewed by the trapped animal
trying to escape , would release a humane
poison to kill the animal on the spot , or
heavily tranquilize it.
A disadvantage of such a trap is one
applying to any other "humane killer
trap . " It would kill all animals caught
in it , including dogs , cats and "trash an
imals . " This would make it unsatisfactory
for populated areas , but there trapping
could be prohibited altqgether . A search
of the FPCHT releases fails to disclose
what efforts have been made to develop and
test the "tender trap , " but the Committee
has " pointed out that the trap's padding
would likely retain the scent of the trap
per , reduc ing the chances that an animal
would spring the trap . To us , that is not
a very great defect ! It might be possible
to eliminate the padding , using only the
offset jaws and the poison or tranquiliz
er .
We have conferred with veterinarians
and numerous pharmaceutical manufacturers
in an effort to get them to develop a drug
suitable for this purpose (�housands of
new drugs for humans a.re developed each
year) , but with no success thus far . They
seem not to want to be associated with
anything proposed by humanitarians .
When we described these efforts to a
_ humane convention audience , they met with
hostility • .. Apparently some humanitarians
think all that is necessary is to cont inue
agitating against the leghold trap . Even
after decades of futile effort they are
not yet convinced that something more is
needed � Perhaps the failure of the Ohio
referendum will convince s ome of them that .
the time has come to cast as ide all pre
conceived notions about trapping and con-
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TRAP P I NG LEG I SLAT I ON

Most people opposed to trapping believe
that the only effective potential remedy
is legislation . About what kind of legis
lation , however , bitter differences of
opinion again emerge. These conflicting
viewpoints among humanitarians are well
illustrated by the question of which of
two bills now before Congress should re
ceive active support.
One viewpoint is represented by a
statement taken verbatim from the fall
1977 Twentieth Anniversary Issue of the
news report of Friends of Animals (see
portion of article reproduced below) .

practical trap , and for putting it into
use if the search is successful. But by
what reasoning do we expect this United
States effort to be more successful than
the Canadian one has been to date?

PROH I B I T ANY TRAPP I N G?

The more we delve into the complexities
of developing a really satisfactory humane
trap the more we doubt that it will ever
be possible to do so . The only rational
solution , then , would be to ban , not just
the leghold trap , but all trapping of any
kind . The opposition to legislation of
this kind would be tremendous. But so are
the difficulties in developing a humane
trap to substitute for the
Two Approaches to Trapping in the Federal Congress
leghold •
There are two radical ly different bi l l s before Congress concerni ng trapping.
Perhaps the anti-trapping
TH E EFFECTIVE WI LLIAMS-LONG ANTI-TRAPPI NG BI LL: (S81 8 , groups would be well-advised
i ntroduced by Senator Harrison Wi l l iams of N .J . ; H . R . 351 6 , H . R. 8624, H . R .
8625 , and H . R. 8626, i ntroduced by Mr. Long of Maryland together with 60 to ask at this time for a law
co-sponsors .) The Wi l l iams-Long bi l l would ban al l shipment , in both "{hich simply prohibits trap
interstate and foreign commerce, of any fur or leather cominQ from a State of ping of any kind on any feder
the Union or foreign country wh ich has not banned the manufacture, sale and
use of leo-hold and steel-iaw traos. There are no "ifs, ands, buts, or 'provided ally-owned lands · Such a bill
howevers' " in this bi l l. It has five very simple sections, total ing twenty-seven would be opposed by ranchers
li nes. It states in a straightforward manner that its objective
is to discourage whose animals graze on land
·
such trapping both at home and abroad.
leased from the federal govTHE PRO-TRAPPING ANDERSON BILL (H.R. 5292 , i ntroduced by Mr. ermnent , and they carry a lot
Anderson of Cal iforn ia) is wordy, narrow i n scope, confusi ng in language of weight in Congress .
throughout its sixteen pages. Its stated policy i s not to discourage trapping
but merely to ban · "inhumane" traps (as if there were such a thing as a
WHAT TO DO?
"humane" trap) . It does not mention leg-hold or steel-jaw traps. The Anderson
If
our
analysis of what
bi l l would delegate broad powers to the Secretary of the Interior, entai l i ng the
might
be
aptly
termed "this
issuance, review, re-issuance of a whole new set of rules and regulations.
Trapping on publ ic lands would not be banned but merely regu lated by the whole mess" leaves the reader
USDI. Likewise, commerce would be subjected to a complicated system of confused , he or she may be
permits and cert ificates - a wonderland of bureaucracy and "management." In comforted by the thought that
addition, it would establish one more "advisory commission" to study "the the reader is not alone ! So
problem" of inhumane trapping. Furthermore, it cal ls for an annual
appropriation of $500, 000 for a "research program." (Note below the testi mony far as we know , not a single
humane organization has ever
USDI gave the Congress in 1975 . )
A BAD BILL. Al l in al l , the Anderson bi ll is a federal , bureaucratic quagmire before put all these alterna
in which "the problem" can be dumped and lost for years . . . whi le trappi ng tives together and considered
conti nues as usual .
them open-mindedly . Each of
A GOOD BILL.. On the other hand, the Wi l l iams-Long bi l l would effectively the segments of this related
end al l use, shipment and sale of leg-hold and steel-jawed traps both here and
abroad . It requires no ru les and regulations, no permits or certifications, no whole seems to have been dealt
with separately . Efforts to
advisory commission or research , and no appropriations.
ban the leghold trap have been
This appraisal of the two bills sounds
made with little or no consideration of
very convincing . If we had no other in
what would take its place . Apparently it
formation about the subject , we would
is assumed that a ban on the leghold trap
without question favor the Williams-Long
would be synonymous with a ban on trap
bill over the Anderson bill . But we do
ping . That is far from the truth . Within
have other information that makes the
weeks after the. ,ban became law the trap
choice far from simple·.
manufacturers would be announcing substi
tutes
that might be even worse than the
TWO MAJ OR QU EST IONS
leghold
. And the ban apparently would ·
First , what are the chances of passage
preclude
use of the "tender trap , " a modi
of the two bills? Experienced lobbyists
fied
leghold
, if it should prove to be the
for some of the wildlife and enviromnental
most humane of the alternative traps.
organizations believe that there is no
Some of the organizations working to
chance of passing the Williams-Long bill .
ban
the leghold , we suspect , are not even
What is the use of putting on a hard-driv
acquainted
with the facts about the humane
ing campaign for the unattainable? A few
trap
development
program that has been so
more years of failure will result in the
briefly
sketched
in this article . And we
drive for trapping legislation losing its
have not encountered a s ingle article in
steam , with disappointed supporters losing
the humane or wildlife literature that
heart and becoming inactive . The Anderson
presented the alternatives to trying to
bill is far from perfect , but does have
ban the leghold , such as the promotion of
some chance of passage . If it does become
ranch-raised furs .
law , amendments can be added in suc ceeding
The whole thing is a mess , and likely
years to strengthen it . The idea is to
to
remain so unless and until humane and
get a foot in the door now .
wildlife
organizations get together , take
Second , suppose it were possible to
as
much
time
as needed to thoroughly ex
pass the Williams-Long b�ll now . It pur
plore all of the alternatives , and then
ports to ban interstate and foreign com
agree on united action to get results that
merce in fur skins from states or coun
will mean something to the suffering ani
tries which have not banned the leghold
mals .
trap . But what is to prevent a state or
NEED FOR A UN I TED FRONT
country from passing such a law and then
forgetting about it? And what is to pre
Surely this is one problem on which it
vent labeling the skins or furs as origi
is neces sary to present a united front .
nating in another state? What army of
our sister soc iety , the Nat ional Asso
customs officers and interstate commerce
ciation for Humane Legislation , has at
officials would be required to even at
tempted several times to bring the leaders
tempt to enforce the law? We might have ·
of national humane · soci�ties tog�ther to
another "bootlegging" fiasco as when li
thoroughly explore all of these · possibili
quor was banned .
ties and try to agree on a common course
But even if the law could be enforced ,
of action . Alas , with a few no. table ex
it might lead to substitution for the leg
ceptions these squabbling leaders will not
hold of some - other traps even less humane .
even agree to confer. So , each society
Thus , passage of the bill might be j umping
promotes its own pet bill or other hope
out of the frying pan into the fire .
for reforming the fur industry , and de
Those are some of the questions that
nounces the proposals of other societies ,
arise in evaluating any anti-trapping leg
trying to win - more members and contribu
islation . They all trace back to the fact
tions by having its own "unique " approach .
that there is as yet no humane , practical
Again , the animals suffer becqUSe the so
and universal substitute for the leghold
cieties bitterly fight each otber .
trap . If there were , it would be far less
Right here we know that S�f:! regular
difficult to pas s a bill such as the
readers of our Repon;t �o Hu.ma.rt.i.talual'!.6
Williams-Long bill , and much easier to en
will think , "Look who is cc1,ll.i,pg the ket
force it after it became law . At present ,
tle black ! I s not Humane. Infc;rrmf}tion Ser
many people who are not humanitar ians say ,
vices a frequent critic of. other societ
"You demand that trappers stop using the
ies?" Of course we are . Mutual crit..i'.cism
leghold , but have no sati sfactory sul;)sti
is an essential part of imEfoyernent . But
t-h :d- f""" r ; i- ; r, ; cm m1 1 � +- ho ror,,Tt C! f- ,-.u ,... +. -: v,.o. � .,..,, �
tute to offer. " The Anderson bill . at
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GRANT F ROM GEORGE WH I TTELL ESTATE
This year Humane Information Services
received a grant from the estate of George
Whittell , the California philanthropist
who died in 1969 , leaving sub stantial be
quests to wi ldlife and humane societies .
The princ ipal beneficiaries under the
will were the National Audubon Soc iety and
Defenders of Wildlife .
One portion of the estate was set aside
for animal wel fare soc ietie s . Under the
· terms of the will the latter beque st was
administered by the trustees , who went to
great lengths trying to insur� that the
funds received by - the humane societies
would be used for worthwhile pro j ects .
. The will itself speci fied that a portion
of the funds disbursed should be used to
acquire land or buildings needed in pur
suit of the organiz ations ' work , with the
buildings carrying the ' name of the bene
factor .

NEW O F FICE BUILDING

In its appl ication for a share of the
funds , Humane Information Services propos
ed to acquire a building suitable for its
greatly-expanded activities which had made,
our old office building completely inade
quate . Because of this pressing need , and
in antic ipation of the grant , Humane In
formation Servic es arranged to purchase
and convert to office use a large Colo
nial- style residenc e lo cated on three
large lots near the center of St . Peters
burg , at the corner of Ninth Avenue and
45th Street North .
The total area of usable space i s 2 , 560
squa;-e feet , which has been converted to
office use . There are four executive o f
fices on the second floor . On the first
floor are a large workroom used for mail
ing reports and filing , another workroom,
a private office for our secretary-trea
surer , a conference room and a reception
room which also are used for overflow work
during RepoJr.t mailing time , an employees '
lunchroom , and a utility room . There is
enough space to provide for considerab le
expansion of our staff .
Part of the allotment for an office is
being used to provide alterations and ad
ditional equipment .
Exterior and interior views o f the new
office are shown in the ac companying pho-·
tographs .

PROJ ECT GRANTS

Humane Information S ervices also ap
plied for and received several grants for
specific proj ects . These fund s wi ll be
us ed to expand our work with shel ters and
pounds , to plan and publish for a trial
period a new publ_ic ation · for the general
public , and for additional staff to. handle
our mounting volume of requests for infor
mation and assi stance .

N E ED FOR CONTRIB UTIONS INCREASED

These pro j ects are to be funded by the
Whittel l grants for a limited period o f
years , during which the unused funds are
invested at intere st . The Whittell grants
are not intended to be used for carrying
on our regular work of research and pro
gram development , publishing Repo,r.t to Hu
ma.vu.ta!u.a.n.J.i , and _ general administrative '
expen ses .
Therefore , receipt of the Whittell
grant doe s not diminish our needs for reg
ular membership dues , contributions and
beque'sts . In fac t , we have for some time
been ope rating at a sizable deficit by
" living off our fat , " consisting partly of
receipts from the sale of our old office
building fo_! double its o.r iginal cost . In
fact , rising costs for nearly everything
invo lved in our regular work is increasing
our annual deficit and the urgency of
greater financial support from our mem
bers .

M E MOR I A L CON T R I B U T I ONS
have been rec e i ved f rom

Mrs . Robert Burnette , Marissa , I lli
nois , ",[n, memotr.y 06 my hUl.) ba.n.d , Ro b vr;t
1 BWLn.ette , who pa.6.6 ed a.way Augu..ot 1 6 ,
7 9 6 2 . He. tr.e.ai.1.y £.o ve.d avumah . "
Mr . and Mrs . William P . Jubb and
Peter Secor Jubb , Largo , Florida , in
- - - - •-• ..

-- .&:.

'It.fl ..- -

"T• • 1- 1- I -
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Top l eft : front v i ew of our new offi ce bu i l d i ng . Top right : rear v i ew . Lower
l eft : Emi l y ' s offi ce , strateg i ca l l y l ocated so she can oversee al l of the general
fi ce operati ons . Lower ri ght : Steve Goodman , our new fiel d i nvesti ga tor , at the f
entrance of our offic e . Notice the subtrop i ca l verdure , here and i n top photogra ph

NEW FI E LD R E P R E S ENTATIVE

For the field work required to . imple
ment the Whittell proj ect on she lters and
pound s we have employed Mr . Steve Goodman ,
whose photograph appears · above . He also
works on several other pro j ects including
food animals .
Steve is a graduate of the University
of South Florida . He is 2 5 years of age ,
but has the mis fortune of looking like a
high- s chool j unior . I f he should contact
you sometime , don ' t let appearances fool
you ; Steve is proving to be a capable in. vestigator .
Being a national organization , we need
ed someone who c an be away from headquar
ters for long periods . Steve has no fami
ly obligat ions , and like s to travel . He
is now on a trip to British Columbia , -can
ada , on an important assignment . . On the
way out and back he wi ll vi sit she lter s ,
pounds and humane soc iety officials to ob
tain information W€ need .
When Steve arrived at Humane Informa
tion Service s , he was immediately sent to
three different she lters where arrange
ments had been made for him to work as a
she lter attendant . In addition , he al�
ready ha s visited nearly 40 she lters and
pounds , where he observed euthanasia and

*•·.,· _-· _- . ·

:

obtained information on operating po lj
and methods . So , a lthough he has beer
with us only about six months , Steve t
had an opportunity to gain a more vad
experience with she lter operations the
many who have been engaged in humane �
for years .
Steve also was sent out to obtain E
tographs and other in formation on the
poultry and egg industry . The operate
of the hatcheries , farms and processir
plants re fuse to permit pi cture takins
since they have everything to lo se and
nothing to gain by doing so . Neverthe
le ss , Steve managed to get in and too�
pictures and obtained cage dimensions ,
etc . , used in Repoll.t to Humaru.taJuan.J.i
41 •
We also sent Steve to a ho rse abatt
for information and photographs , somet
we have never seen in a humane publicc
tion . Again , it i s difficult to get j
these plants with a camera . But Steve
came out with information and picture�
which we think will be of much intere�
humanitarians when we find space to pt
lish an article on the sub j ec t .
So , i f and when you encounter Steve
his travels about the country , he ask E
that you overlook hi s youthful appearc
and accept him on hi s merits .
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